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ABSTRACT.  

Thermal safety of chemical processes requires the knowledge of safety parameters quantifying the 

probability like time-to-maximum rate under adiabatic conditions (TMRad) and the severity like 

adiabatic temperature rise under adiabatic conditions (ΔTad). The zero-order approximation is used 

to ease the determination of TMRad values at different process temperature, but how to be sure that 

this approximation is acceptable compared to the use of an intrinsic kinetic model? In the literature, 

there are not such studies that compare the values of TMRad by using zero-order and intrinsic 

kinetic models. For that, decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in the presence and in the absence 

of copper sulfate was studied in an advanced reactive system screening tool (ARSST) unit. This 

calorimeter works under near-adiabatic conditions based on heat loss compensation principle and 

by using a background heating rate (β). In a first stage, a kinetic model was built to estimate the 

intrinsic kinetic constants. Then, a comparison between the values of TMRad from the zero-order 

and the intrinsic kinetic model was performed. It was found that the difference of TMRad values 

obtained by these two models can be significant. The influence of β and reactant concentrations 

were found to play an important role on this difference. A good practice in case of kinetic and 

thermodynamic data missing, a user should test different background heating rates to verify their 

influence on TMRad values obtained from the zero-order model.    
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Safety assessment of a chemical plant is complex because it requires the knowledge of the 

different process units, chemicals reactivity and toxicology.1 Furthermore, one should define a 

clear methodology to rank the different risks (toxic, thermal, environmental, etc.). The 

determination of safety parameters for thermal risk can be cumbersome because the reactivity of 

the chemical system and reactor characteristic should be known. This risk is important. For 

example, Balasubramanian and Louvar2 have revealed that 26% of the major petrochemical plant 

accidents are due to runaway. 

Thermal runaway occurs when the heat flow-rate due to chemical reactions is higher than the 

one removed by the cooling system. Before ranking this risk for an exothermic reaction system, 

the kinetics and thermodynamics of the reaction system should be characterized at some extent. 

Saada et al.,3 have shown that runaway reaction accidents in chemical industries are important due 

to a non-systematic assessment of chemical hazards.  

Several causes can lead to a thermal runaway situation: wrong operating conditions (reactants 

loading or thermal conditions), malfunction of the cooling system (low heat exchange surface area, 

failure of the automate system, cooling failure...), presence of exothermic secondary reactions, etc. 

3 In the first stage of this accident, there is a shift from a controlled reaction temperature to an 

uncontrolled reaction temperature. In the worst-case scenario, the uncontrolled reaction 

temperature can lead to an adiabatic thermal mode. In the second stage, there is a fast temperature 

increase due to the exothermic reactions which could trigger secondary reactions,1 i.e., 

decomposition reactions producing non-condensable products. The worst final consequence is the 

overpressure in the reactor leading to the explosion of the reactor structure.  
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Depending on the operating conditions (initial temperature, reactants loading, concentrations, 

etc.), the consequences vary from loss and disruption of production to the irreversible damage of 

the unit process and plant worker fatalities.4  

The main challenges to rank the thermal risk of a chemical process are to determine some safety 

criteria and to measure some safety parameters. Thermal risk is the product of the probability of 

occurrence by the severity.  

The parameter describing the severity of the thermal risk is the adiabatic temperature rise (ΔTad), 

which represents the temperature increase due to chemical reactions under adiabatic conditions. 

The severity parameter is linked to the thermodynamic constant: reaction enthalpy. From this 

parameter, it is possible to distinguish two other severity parameters:  

-   Maximum temperature for synthesis reactions (MTSR), which is the temperature increase due 

to the synthesis reactions under adiabatic conditions,  

- Final temperature (Tfinal), which is the temperature increase due to the synthesis and secondary 

reactions under adiabatic conditions.  

The parameter describing the probability of the thermal risk is the time-to-maximum rate under 

adiabatic conditions at a process temperature Tp (TMRad(Tp)). The probability parameter is linked 

to the kinetics of the reaction system. For a thermal risk assessment, it is important to determine 

two particular probability parameters:  

- TD24 which represents the initial process temperature to reach the maximum reaction rate in 24 

hours. Stoessel1 defines this temperature as the one at which the thermal stability of the reaction 

mixture is not a problem.  
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- TD8 which represents the initial process temperature to reach the maximum reaction rate in 8 

hours.  

The determination of MTSR can be measured directly by calorimetry5-6 or by knowing the 

reaction enthalpies.7 The determination of the final temperature can be difficult because the 

thermodynamics of secondary reactions could be unknown. The experimental determination of 

MTSR and Tfinal in adiabatic reactors requires that these calorimeters have a low Φ-factor. The Φ-

factor represents the thermal inertia of the reactor. As this factor is close to one, the thermal system 

is close to adiabatic mode and the measurement is reliable.8   

The safety parameter time-to-maximum rate under adiabatic conditions TMRad(Tp) can be 

measured by calorimetry or by knowing the kinetic and thermodynamic constants. Nevertheless, 

the detailed kinetic model for a reaction system including synthesis and secondary reactions can 

be time-consuming and cumbersome. For example, secondary reactions can involve radicals, 

which are not easy to follow and model.9 The experimental determination of TD24 can also be 

cumbersome because it depends on the temperature sensitivity of the calorimeter and its Φ-factor. 

In case this parameter cannot be directly measured by an adiabatic calorimeter, then the 

determination of TD24 is done by extrapolation. Usually, the zero-order approximation is applied, 

allowing to determine rapidly the values of TMRad at different process temperatures.5 By using 

this assumption, TMRad(TP) can be expressed as 

TMRad =
mR.ĈPR.R.TP

2

qr(Tp).Ea
          (1) 

where mR is the reaction mixture mass, ĈPR
 is the specific heat-capacity of the reaction mixture, R 

is the gas constant, TP is the initial process temperature, qr(TP) is the heat-flow rate due to chemical 
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reactions and Ea is the apparent activation energy. The use of this approximation to determine the 

probability parameters can be found in Supporting Information and in the articles of our group.5,10  

The safety community uses the zero-order approximation because it gives rapidly the safety 

parameters (TMRad) in the worst-case conditions. Nevertheless, this method does not consider the 

concentrations of any compounds. Hence, the TMRad values obtained by this method are correct 

for specific operating conditions. How is reliable the determination of TMRad(Tp) or TD24 and TD8 

by using this approximation? To the best of our knowledge, there are no studies that compare the 

probability parameters obtained from the intrinsic kinetic model and the zero-order kinetic model. 

The goal of this manuscript is to fill this gap by studying the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide.  

Several articles describe the peroxide stability or decomposition by calorimeters due to the high 

reactivity of the chemical bond O-O. The study of peroxide compounds decomposition as test 

system for calorimeter is frequent .11 For instance, the oxidation of sodium thiosulfate by hydrogen 

peroxide, which is a fast and exothermic reaction, is used as a model system in the field of heat 

transfer or thermal safety. 5,12-15 Furthermore, the use of hydrogen peroxide as an oxidizing agent 

in industry is growing because it is eco-friendly.16-17 Hydrogen peroxide is used in different fields 

such as waste/water/effluent treatment, paper/pulp/textile bleaching, chemical synthesis, 

mining/metallurgy or detergents. In 2006, the annual production was around 2.2 million tons18   

and 4.5 million tons in 2014.17 
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Decomposition of hydrogen peroxide can occur in the presence of some ppm of metals leading 

to thermal runaway accidents.19 In hydrometallurgical extraction, dissolution of metallic copper is 

done in an acidic hydrogen peroxide solution.20 During this dissolution, hydrogen peroxide is used 

as an oxidizing agent producing in fine copper (II) sulfate.21 For an economic reason, the 

decomposition of hydrogen peroxide by copper (II) sulfate should be lowered.22  

In this manuscript, the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide by copper (II) sulfate was used as a 

test system. A kinetic model was built to estimate the intrinsic kinetic parameters based on the 

work of Perez-Benito.23 The establishment of such kinetic model for an adiabatic reactor is scarce 

in the literature.24,25 Then, a comparison is done between the values of TMRad(Tp), TD24 and TD8 at 

different process temperatures obtained from the intrinsic kinetic model and the zero-order kinetic 

model. 

Different calorimeters can be used to determine these safety parameters: accelerating rate 

calorimeters (ARC),5,24,26-27 vent sizing package (VSP),28-30 Phi-Tech II,6,8 differential scanning 

calorimetry,5,26-28,30 or advanced reactive system screening tool (ARSST). 10,31-35,25 Experiments 

performed with this calorimeter can be done under adiabatic or near-adiabatic conditions with a 

low Φ-factor.1,36  

Decomposition study of compounds in liquid phase can be difficult because temperature 

increase can lead to evaporation and hence to the diminution of the reaction mass. Fauske and 

Associates have developed the Advanced Reactive System Screening Tool (ARSST), with a low 

Φ-factor (ca. 1.04), where it is possible to work under high inert pressure to limit the evaporation. 

The other benefit of ARSST compared to ARC or VSP calorimeters is to provide fast screening of 
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exothermic reactions.19,37 The ARSST system was used for this study to measure the reaction 

temperature.  
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

The decomposition of hydrogen peroxide (33 wt.% in water, VWR) in a sulfuric acid (95-98 

wt.%, ITW companies) solution in the presence of copper sulfate (99 wt.%, VWR), was 

investigated in the ARSST unit. The ARSST unit, as shown in Figure 1, is used to characterize 

chemical system that could lead to rapid pressure and temperature rise.  

The reactor is essentially composed of two compartments. The first compartment is a test cell 

assembly including a glass test cell for the reaction mixture with a volume capacity of 10 mL. In 

the first step, a solution of copper (II) sulfate and sulfuric acid was added into the test cell, then 

hydrogen peroxide at room temperature. The glass test cell is surrounded by a heater and insulated 

by foil wrap and glass fiber. Inside the glass test cell, there are a thermocouple (T1) in contact with 

the reaction mixture, a stir bar and a fill tube. Stirring of the reaction mixture is ensured by a 

magnetic stirrer system. 

The test cell assembly is inserted into the second compartment, which is a 450 mL containment 

vessel made of stainless steel. A second thermocouple (T2) is placed in the upper part of the second 

compartment to measure the temperature in the headspace and a pressure transducer is used to 

follow the evolution of the pressure in the headspace. Thus, experiments were carried out in the 

open test cell in closed containment. 

Nitrogen was used, as an inert gas, to work under mid-pressure (20-50 bar) to minimize the 

evaporation of the liquid mixture. Different initial pressures were tested to investigate the effect 

on the kinetics of decomposition. The pressure in the headspace increases because of the 

production of non-condensable products like oxygen and the temperature increase.  
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The time to charge the test cell and to start the heater is less than 10 minutes, and during that 

time there is no significant decomposition of hydrogen peroxide.  

Different background heating rates were tested (0.6-4°C/min). ARSST can perform experiments 

under near-adiabatic conditions, working on the basis of heat loss compensation principle.25,32 The 

Φ-factor values for the different experiments carried out varied between 1.04 and 1.05. The boiling 

point of water at 35 bar was estimated to be ca. 242°C by using Aspen plus software v9.0 (Aspen 

Technology, Inc.) and by following the method described in the book of Jana using the 

thermodynamic method of Wilson. 38 The reaction mixture used during these experiments was 

mainly composed of water. For that reason, the stop criterion for the different experiments was 

fixed to 200°C, i.e., before the boiling point. 
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1- Inert gas supply (N2). 

2- 450 mL containment vessel made of stainless steel. 

3- Test cell assembly made of aluminum. 

4- Glass fiber.  

5- Magnetic stir plate. 

6- Pressure transducer. 

7- Control and Data Acquisition. 

8- Heater belt. 

9- T1 and T2- Thermocouples. 

10- Glass test cell. 

11- Magnetic stirring bar. 

Figure 1. Schematical representation of the experimental setup of ARSST. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The first chapter focuses on the main parameters influencing the decomposition of hydrogen 

peroxide in the ARSST unit by showing the evolution of the measured temperature versus time. 

Based on these preliminary results and the literature, an intrinsic kinetic model was built and 

described in the second chapter. The methodology to determine Tonset and the safety parameters 

(TMRad, TD24 and TD8) by using the zero-order assumption is explained in the Supporting 

Information. The standard deviation for Tonset was found to be 0.11°C showing the repeatability of 

the experiments. The last chapter compares the TMRad values obtained from the zero-order 

approach and the ones obtained by simulation using the intrinsic kinetic constants under adiabatic 

conditions.  

3.1. Parameters influencing the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide 

From a kinetic viewpoint, the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide is influenced by temperature 

and the concentrations of catalyst, hydrogen peroxide and sulfuric acid.22,39-40 Calorimeter 

parameters such as the background heating rate and the initial pressure of nitrogen (inert gas) could 

also have an influence on the kinetics of decomposition. During this study, we have varied these 

different parameters to measure their influence on the temperature increase and the value of 

TMRad. The pressure information provided by the ARSST is more qualitative than quantitative 

due to the high volume of the gas phase compared to the liquid phase. For that reason, the evolution 

of pressure was not used to determine the kinetic and thermodynamic constants during the 

parameter estimation stage. Due to space limitation, the evolution of pressure in the gas phase can 

be found in Supporting Information.  
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3.1.1 Calorimeter parameters 

Different background heating rates were tested in the range 1-4°C/min. As the background 

heating rate increases, the kinetics of decomposition is faster (Figure 2). The pressure evolution 

for experiments displayed by Figure 2 is displayed in Figure S3 (Supporting Information).  

 

Figure 2. Influence of the background heating rate on reaction temperature at an initial pressure 

of ca 36 bar and with [H2O2]0= 10.96 mol/L, [CuSO4]0= 0.04 mol/L and [H2SO4]0= 0.72 mol/L. 

As the background heating rate increases, the time to reach Tonset is lower. When the background 

heating rate increases, it is logical to reach faster Tonset. The results of TD24 and TD8 by using the 

zero-order approach are presented and compared to the ones obtained from the intrinsic model in 

the last chapter (Table 1). Chapter 3.3 shows the evolution of TMRad(TP) obtained from the 

intrinsic kinetic and zero-order model corresponding to this set of experiments.  
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By varying the initial pressure of nitrogen between 27.5 and 41 bar, the kinetics of hydrogen 

peroxide decomposition was similar. Thus, one can conclude that the initial pressure does not have 

a significant influence on TMRad(Tp) within the initial pressure range 27.5-41 bar. Casson et al.39 

have also made this observation by using the Phi-TEC II.  

3.1.2 Reaction conditions parameters 

Decomposition of hydrogen peroxide is sensitive to pH. Hydrogen peroxide is stable in acidic 

environment.40 In the absence of sulfuric acid in the reaction mixture, the decomposition is faster. 

The influence of sulfuric acid on the mechanism of decomposition can be very complex to take 

into account due the different degrees of oxidation of the metals. For that reason, the comparison 

between the safety parameters obtained from the zero-order and the intrinsic kinetic models was 

done by using one concentration of sulfuric acid, i.e., [H2SO4]= 0.72 mol/L. At lower sulfuric acid 

concentration, the decomposition might be too fast for the acquisition system.   

As the concentration of CuSO4 increases, the kinetics of H2O2 decomposition is faster (Figure 3). 

Hence, when the concentration of copper increases, the values of TD24 and TD8, by using the zero-

order model, decrease (Table 2). In the absence of copper (II) sulfate, the value of TD24 is ca. 3.5 

higher than in the presence of this salt (Table 2). These experiments show the catalytic effect of 

copper (II). A comparison between the safety parameters obtained from the intrinsic kinetic model 

and zero-order approach is discussed in the last chapter. The evolution of pressure for experiments 

displayed in Figure 3 was inserted in Supporting information (Figure S4). The trend is similar for 

the evolution of temperature and pressure.  
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Figure 3. Effect of CuSO4 concentration on reaction temperature with the following initial 

experimental conditions: background heating rate of 2°C/min, [H2O2]0= 10.96 mol/L, and 

[H2SO4]0= 0.72 mol/L. 

The concentration of hydrogen peroxide has an influence on the values of TD24 and TD8, by using 

the zero-order model (Figure 4). When the concentration of H2O2 increases, the values of TD24 

decrease (Table 3). This observation is logical because the rate of hydrogen peroxide 

decomposition depends on the concentration of hydrogen peroxide. The safety parameters 

obtained from the intrinsic kinetic model and zero-order approach is discussed in the last chapter. 

The evolution of pressure for experiments displayed in Figure 3 was inserted in Supporting 

Information (Figure S5). The trend is similar for the evolution of temperature and pressure. As the 

concentration of hydrogen peroxide increase, the pressure increase is faster and higher.  
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Figure 4. Effect of H2O2 concentration on reaction temperature with the following initial 

experimental conditions: background heating rate of 2°C/min, [CuSO4]0= 0.22 mol/L, and 

[H2SO4]0= 0.72 mol/L. 
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H2O2 H2O + 1/2 O2

3.2 Intrinsic kinetic model for hydrogen peroxide decomposition 

The zero-order model was explained in Supporting Information. In this section, the kinetics of the 

reaction system, the mass and energy balance and the parameter estimation are presented. To 

estimate the intrinsic kinetic and thermal parameters for the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide 

by copper (II) sulfate, a series of 9 experiments with the ARSST was performed (Table S1, 

Supporting Information).      

3.2.1 Kinetics 

One should distinguish two routes of hydrogen peroxide decomposition: thermal or spontaneous 

decomposition without the aid of copper and the catalyzed decomposition by copper.  

The overall reaction can be written as 

                       (1) 

The kinetics of hydrogen peroxide decomposition can be written as 

RDecomposition = RSpontaneous + RCatalyzed by Cu(II)       (2)  

A first order reaction was assumed for the spontaneous decomposition of hydrogen peroxide  

RSpontaneous = kSpontaneous . [H2O2]       (3) 

Decomposition of hydrogen peroxide by copper (II) undergoes a complex mechanism. Based on 

the article of Perez-Benito,23 the detailed kinetics of decomposition catalyzed by copper (II) 

can be expressed as: 

RCatalyzed by Cu(II) = 2. kA. [Cu2+]. [H2O2]2 + 2. kB. [Cu2+]1/2. [H2O2]   (4) 

Cu(II)by  CatalyzedR
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where, kA and kB are two rate constants. These parameters were estimated with their associated 

activation energies during the modeling stage. 

3.2.2 Mass and energy balance 

Experiments were performed in an open cell where decomposition reaction produces non-

condensable product, i.e., O2. Thus, molar balance of an arbitrary compound (i) in the liquid phase 

can be expressed by 

ri . Vliq =
dni

dt
+ ṅi,out          (5) 

where, ri is the kinetics of formation or disappearance of compound (i), Vliq is the volume of the 

liquid phase, 
dni

dt
 is the accumulation of compound i in the liquid phase and ṅi,out is the outlet 

interfacial component flux.  

As mentioned in the experimental section, the stop criterion was 200°C, which is lower than the 

boiling point at 35 bar. Thus, the evaporation of the reaction mixture can be assumed to be 

negligible. Hence, the term ṅi,out is equal to zero for water and hydrogen peroxide, i.e., ṅH2O2,out =

ṅH2O,out = 0 mol/s. 

The variation of the mass is due to the release of oxygen in the headspace of the ARSST unit. The 

liquid-gas mass transfer for oxygen is assumed to be fast, then nO2,liq → 0 mol ⇔
dnO2,liq

dt
=

0 mol/s.  

The accumulation of oxygen in the headspace can be written as 
dnO2,gas

dt
=ṅO2,out. 
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The number of moles in the gas phase was expressed by using the ideal gas law. Thus, the mass 

balance for oxygen in the gas phase can be expressed as 

dpO2

dt
 = +0.5.

RDecomposition .Vliq.R.T2

Vgas
        (6) 

where, is the partial pressure of oxygen in the headspace. The temperature (T2) in the gas phase 

can be assumed constant (Figure S1b, Supporting Information).  

The mass balances for water and hydrogen peroxide can be written as 

dCH2O2

dt
 = −RDecomposition −

CH2O2

Vliq
. (−

0.5.MO2 .RDecomposition.Vliq

ρliq
)     (7) 

dCH2O

dt
 = RDecomposition −

CH2O

Vliq
. (−

0.5.MO2 .RDecomposition.Vliq

ρliq
)     (8) 

A detailed explanation of the equation derivation is explained in Supporting Information.  

Energy balance was expressed by 

(mliq. ĈPliq
+ minsert. ĈPinsert

) .
dT1

dt
 = qr + qelectrical 

⇔ Φ. mliq. ĈPliq
.

dT1

dt
 = qr + qelectrical 

⇔
dT1

dt
 = 

qr

Φ.mliq.ĈPliq

+ βelectrical        (9) 

where, Φ is the thermal inertia of the system, a typical value is 1.04 and βelectrical is the background 

heating rate.  The term qr is the heat flow-rate due to chemical reactions. Heat capacity of the 

reaction mixture ĈPliq
was calculated as ĈPliq

(T1) = ∑ wi. ĈPi
(T1)i . The evolution of ĈPi

for water 

2Op
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and hydrogen peroxide with temperature was determined from Aspen plus software v9.0 (Aspen 

Technology, Inc.) using the Wilson thermodynamic model. (Figure S6, Supporting Information).  

The Φ-factor is equal to 
(mliq.ĈPliq

+minsert.ĈPinsert
)

mliq.ĈPliq

, where ĈPinsert
 is the heat-capacity of the test 

cell and equal to 0.83 kJ.kg-1.K-1 (value given by the manufacturer). 

Heat-flow rate due to chemical reactions was expressed as  

qr(T1) = (−RSpontaneous. ΔHR,Spontaneous − RCatalyzed by Cu(II). ΔHR,Catalyzed by Cu(II)). Vliq (10) 

According to several authors,41-42 the enthalpy of hydrogen peroxide decomposition without 

catalyst is of ca. -98 kJ/mol. Thus, the value of -98 kJ/mol was used for the spontaneous 

decomposition reaction enthalpy ΔHR,Spontaneous. The reaction enthalpy for the catalyzed 

decomposition, ΔHR,Catalyzed by Cu(II), was estimated.   
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3.2.3. Kinetic model: parameter estimation 

ModEst software43 based on Fortran code was used to estimate: kspontaneous, Easpontaneous , kA, EaA, 

ΔHR,Catalyzed by Cu(II), kB and EaB.  

The temperature dependences of the rate constants (kA and kB) was described by a modified 

Arrhenius equation,  

k = kave. exp (
−Ea

R
. (

1

T
−

1

Tave
))        (11) 

where, kave = A. e
(

−Ea
R.Tave

)
,  and Tave is the average temperature of the set of experiments. This 

modification was done to decrease the correlation between the activation energy and the pre-

exponential factor. 

The coefficient of determination of the model was expressed as: R2 = 1 −
(yi−ŷi)2

(yi−y̅i)2 , where was 

the mean value of the experimental observables,  was the observable simulated by the model 

and yi was the experimental observable.  

The objective function ω was calculated as = ∑ (𝑦𝑖 − �̂�𝑖)
2

𝑖  .  

The objective function was minimized by using simplex and Levenberg-Marquardt algorithms. 

Ordinary differential equations 6-9 were solved out by backward difference method. The reaction 

temperature (T1) was used as an observable. As discussed in paragraph 3.1.1, the pressure 

measurement is not accurate due to the high volume of the gas phase compare to the liquid phase. 

Thus, the pressure rise was not used as an observable.   

y

iŷ
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The kinetic modeling strategy and the statistical results are presented in the Supporting Information 

(Figures S7-S9, Tables S2-S3). To minimize the number of estimated parameters, two models were 

built: one in the absence of copper (II) to determine the spontaneous decomposition kinetic 

parameters and one in the presence of copper (II) to determine the catalyzed decomposition kinetic 

parameters. Based on this model, it is possible to determine TMRad at any process temperature and 

also TD24 and TD8. 
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3.3 Evolution of TMRad from the zero-order and the intrinsic kinetic model.  

By using the estimated kinetic and thermodynamic constants (Tables S2-S3, Supporting 

Information), we have simulated the evolution of the reaction temperature under real adiabatic 

conditions, i.e., Φ=1 and without electrical heating. Based on this simulation stage, it is possible 

to determine the values of TMRad(TP), TD24 and TD8 from the intrinsic kinetic model and by using 

the initial concentrations of the experiments described in chapters 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.   

Tables 1-3 propose a comparison between the values of TD24 and TD8 obtained by using the zero-

order and the intrinsic kinetic model. The difference between the values of these safety parameters 

provided by the zero-order approximation and the intrinsic kinetic model is introduced.  

The use of the zero-order approximation is widely accepted by the safety community because it 

overestimates the risk. In this study, one should notice that the zero-order model does not 

overestimate all the time the safety parameter. In other words, the values of TD24 or TD8 obtained 

from the zero-order model are not always lower than the ones obtained from the intrinsic kinetic 

model. The difference on TD24 or TD8 from these two models vary between ca. -9°C to ca. +23°C. 

Figure 5 and Table 1 compare the safety parameters obtained from the zero-order at different 

background heating rates and from the intrinsic kinetic model. One can notice that for a β equal to 

2°C/min, TMRad values obtained from both models are similar. From Table 1, one can notice that 

the background heating rate has a significant influence on the values of TD24 and TD8 obtained from 

the zero-order approximation. For these three experiments performed under the same experimental 

conditions but at different background heating rates, the values of TD24 and TD8 should be similar. 

However, the absolute difference is higher than 5°C for a background heating rate of 1 and 

4°C/min. 
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At low value of background heating rate, the determination of Tonset is difficult because we do not 

observe a clear temperature increase due to chemical reactions (Figure 2). For example, when β is 

of 1°C/min the time to reach Tonset is 85 minutes (Table 1).  

At higher value of β, there is an overestimation of the safety parameter by the zero-order model, 

which do not lead to a dangerous situation. This overestimation is due to the fact that the electrical 

part is not negligible on the temperature increase, making difficult the detection of Tonset.  

For this reaction system, a background heating rate of 2°C/min gives similar results for both 

models as shown by Figure 5.  

Table 1. Influence of the background heating rates on Tonset, tonset, TD24 and TD8 by using the 

zero-order model (experiments illustrated by Figure 2) and comparison with the values obtained 

from the intrinsic kinetic model. 

                      

     

ZERO-
ORDER 

INTRINSIC 
KINETIC      

  Background 
heating 

rate(°C/min) 

Tonset tonset TD24 TD8 TD24  TD8 Difference  Difference   

   (°C) (min) (°C)  (°C)  (°C)  (°C)  TD24 (°C) TD8 (°C)   

  1 79.1 85.3 31.7 41.6 

23 37 

-8.7 -4.6   

  2 80.3 33.1 25.7 35.2 -2.7 1.8   

  4 81.1 17.1 16.6 26.8 6.4 10.2   
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Figure 5. Evolution of TMRad(TP) by using zero-order approximation for different background 

heating rates and the intrinsic kinetic model.   
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Figure 6 and Table 2 compare the safety parameters obtained from the zero-order and from the 

intrinsic kinetic model at different copper (II) sulfate concentrations. The zero-order model tends 

to overestimate the risk. Besides, one can notice that as the concentration of copper decreases, the 

difference between the safety parameters is more pronounced.  

When the concentration of catalyst increases, the kinetics of decomposition is faster and the 

values of TD24 and TD8 are shorter. In the absence of copper, the difference between the two model 

is higher than 20°C. The time to reach the Tonset is 115 minutes in absence of catalyst (Figure 3). 

As noticed in the previous chapter, when the time to reach Tonset is relatively long, then the 

determination of this parameter is less accurate.    
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Figure 6. Evolution of TMRad(TP) by using zero-order approximation and intrinsic kinetic model 

for different copper (II) sulfate. 
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Table 2. Influence of copper (II) sulfate on Tonset, tonset, TD24 and TD8 by using the zero-order 

model (experiments illustrated by Figure 3) and the intrinsic kinetic model.   

                      

     

ZERO-
ORDER 

INTRINSIC 
KINETIC      

Background 
heating 

rate(°C/min) 

[CuSO4] Tonset tonset TD24 TD8 TD24  TD8 Difference  Difference   

(mol/L)  (°C) (min) (°C)  (°C)  (°C)  (°C)  TD24 (°C) TD8 (°C)   

2 

0.22 69.9 18.9 16.1 25 13 26 -3.1 1.0   

0.05 78.2 25.4 19.3 29.1 22 35 2.7 5.9   

0.03 81.5 28.8 21.7 31.8 25 39 3.3 7.2   

0 136.4 115.2 69.8 81.7 93 102 23.2 20.3   
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Figure 7 and Table 3 compare the safety parameters obtained from the zero-order and from the 

intrinsic kinetic model at different hydrogen peroxide concentrations. Experiments were 

performed by using a background heating rate of 2°C/min and a catalyst concentration of 0.22 

mol/L (Figure 4). Under these experimental conditions, i.e., β=2°C/min, [CuSO4]=0.22 mol/L and 

[H2SO4]=0.72 mol/L, the values of TD24 and TD8 obtained by the two models are similar in the 

hydrogen peroxide concentration range of 5.48-10.96 mol/L.  

 

Figure 7. Evolution of TMRad(TP) by using zero-order approximation and intrinsic kinetic model 

for different hydrogen peroxide concentration. 
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Table 3. Influence of hydrogen peroxide concentrations on TD24 and TD8 by using the zero-order 

model (experiments illustrated by Figure 4) and the intrinsic kinetic model. 

     

ZERO-
ORDER 

INTRINSIC 
KINETIC      

Background 
heating 

rate(°C/min) 

[H2O2] Tonset tonset TD24 TD8 TD24  TD8 Difference  Difference   

(mol/L)  (°C) (min) (°C)  (°C)  (°C)  (°C)  TD24 (°C) TD8 (°C)   

2 

10.96 69.89 18.9 16.1 25.0 13 26 -3.1 1.0   

7.3 76.29 22.25 20.8 29.8 19 32 -1.8 2.2   

5.48 81.18 25.03 23.7 33.1 24 36 0.3 2.9   

                      

One can notice that when the time to reach the Tonset (tonset) is longer than 90 minutes, then the 

difference between the safety parameters obtained from the zero-order and the intrinsic kinetic 

model is more pronounced for this reaction system. When the kinetics of the reaction system is 

slow, then, the determination of Tonset is less obvious leading to erroneous safety parameters by 

using the zero-order approximation.  

The good practice is to test different background heating rates to verify the influence on TD24 and 

TD8 obtained by using the zero-order approximation. If the values of these safety parameters are 

very different, more investigation on the kinetics and thermodynamics are needed.  
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The determination of the TMRad values at different process temperature for the decomposition of 

hydrogen peroxide in the absence and presence of copper sulfate was investigated. The advanced 

reactive system screening tool was used to perform experiments under near adiabatic conditions 

and under mid-pressure to limit the evaporation. By using the zero-order approximation, we have 

found that the initial pressure of nitrogen does not significantly influence the safety criteria TD24 

and TD8 within the pressure range 27.5-41 bar. However, the values of the background heating rate 

(β) significantly influence the different values for these safety criteria for similar experimental 

conditions.    

An intrinsic kinetic model was built to estimate the intrinsic values of TMRad by taking into 

account the reactant concentrations.   

A comparison between zero-order and kinetic model for the determination of the safety parameter, 

TMRad, TD24 and TD8, was done. We have noticed that the zero-order approximation does not 

always overestimate these safety parameters. The difference between the safety criteria obtained 

from the zero-order approximation and the intrinsic kinetic model vary from -9 to +21°C for this 

reaction system.  

The benefit of ARSST unit is to obtain rapidly the values of TMRad by using the zero-order 

approximation, but these estimated values are sensitive to the determination of Tonset. A good 

practice with ARSST is to vary the background heating rate (β) to verify its influence on TMRad 

(based on zero-order approximation). 
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In that work, decomposition of hydrogen peroxide was used a test system. More investigation 

should be done by testing different chemical system with different kinetics, to have a general trend 

regarding the influence of the background heating rate.   
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ABBREVIATIONS 

 

 Specific heat-capacity of the cell [J.kg-1.K-1]  

 Specific heat-capacity of the reaction mixture [J.kg-1.K-1] 

Ea Activation energy [J.mol-1] 

ΔH Reaction enthalpy [J.mol-1] 

k Rate constant 

mCell Cell mass [kg] 

mR Reaction mixture mass [kg] 

qel Electrical heating-rate [°C.min-1] 

qr(T) Heat-flow rate due to chemical reactions at temperature T [J.s-1] 

R Gas constant [J.mol-1.K-1] 

R2 Coefficient of explanation [%] 

RCatalyzed by Cu(II) Kinetic rate for the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide by copper (II) [mol.L-1.s-1] 

Rdecompositon Kinetic rate for the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide [mol.L-1.s-1] 

RSpontaneous Kinetic rate for the spontaneous decomposition of hydrogen peroxide [mol.L-1.s-1]   

ri Rate of formation or disappearance of compound i [mol.L-1.s-1]  

ΔTad Adiabatic temperature rise [°C] 

TD8 Initial process temperature at which TMRad is 8 hours [°C] 

TD24 Initial process temperature at which TMRad is 24 hours [°C] 

Tfinal  Final temperature under adiabatic conditions [°C] 

tmax Time at Tmax [min] 

Tmax Maximum temperature [°C] 

CellpC


pRC
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T0 Initial reaction temperature [°C] 

tonset Time at Tonset [min] 

Tonset Onset temperature [°C]  

VP Vapor pressure [bar] 

wi Weight percentage of compound i 

 

Greek letters 

β Background heating rate [°C.min-1] 

ω Objective function  

Φ Thermal inertia factor  

Abbreviations 

ARSST  Advanced Reactive System Screening Tool 

MTSR  Maximum Temperature for Synthesis Reaction [K]  

MTT Maximum Temperature for Technical reasons [K] 

TMRad Time to Maximum Rate under Adiabatic conditions [min] 

  

R

cellR

PR

PcellPR

Cm

CmCm +
=Φ
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